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Abstract. Motif finding in a graph G is the problem of discovering a subgraph S
in G that appears surprisingly often. Such a subgraph may indicate a small scale
interaction feature in applications ranging from a genomic interaction network,
a significant relationship involving rock musicians, or any other application that
can be represented as a network. We look at the problem of constrained search
for motifs based on labels (e.g. gene ontolology, musician type to continue our
example from above). This chapter presents a brief review of the state of the art
in motif finding and then extends the gTrie data structure from Pedro Ribeiro’s
thesis to support labels. Experiments validate the usefulness of our structure for
small subgraphs, showing that we recoup the cost of the index after only a handful
of queries.
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1 The Problem and its Motivation

A motif in a graph is a subgraph that appears statistically significantly often. Frequently
occurring motifs may have practical significance. One familiar example is the ubiquity
of feedback networks underlying homeostasis in biological, natural, and even economic
systems. Motifs can also be useful in engineering disciplines such as synthetic biology.
Kurata et al [1] use the frequent motifs found in biological networks as a library for
synthetic biology. In fact Kurata et al pointed out that there are often motifs that behave
as a single node in a larger network motif, just as an AND gate in an electronic circuit
built out of transistors and resistors acts as a single node in a logic diagram. So, there
may be motifs at different levels of abstraction. For the purposes of our chapter, we will
take the usefulness of motifs for granted and talk about how to discover such motifs
efficiently.
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Further, we will be particularly concerned with graphs whose vertices have labels.
A constrained labeled motif query is to find a statistically significant motif satisfying
some constraint on the labels.

In the sequel we will define our notion of statistical significance, but informally, this
will entail a simulation of the following process: 1. find many random variations of the
input graph G where each random variation preserves the degree counts of each node
in G and preserves the number of edges linking nodes having each pair of labels. 2. See
how often a labeled topological structure of interest is found in those random graphs. If
infrequently, then the labeled topological structure is significant in G and constitutes a
motif.

The computational challenge in motif finding is that the number of possible sub-
graphs could, depending on the graph, grow exponentially with the size of the subgraph.
For a completely connected graph G = (V, E, L, Lab), there are |E| subgraphs of size 2
(having two nodes), |E|times|E| subgraphs of size 3, and in general |E|supk of size
k. For sparser graphs, the growth may be less dramatic, but still rapid.

For that reason, we require data structures to make this fast. Our work builds directly
on the beautiful gTrie data structure developed by Ribeiro [2] which is why we call our
structure gLabTrie.

This chapter begins with a discussion of the data structure and algorithm we will
use. We then follow with a discussion of how to find rare structures. Finally, we give an
experimental evaluation of our structure and algorithms.

2 gLabTrie structure

2.1 Preliminaries

We define the terms: input network (denoted by G), topologies (denoted by G), i.e.
unlabeled graphs that represent motif structures and topology instances (denoted by g),
i.e. subgraphs of G that accommodate certain topologies. We also introduce the notation
that we use in the rest of the paper (isomorphism, automorphism, canonical form, and
canonical order).

For simplicity, our discussion will center on undirected graphs, although our method
works with directed graphs as well. Given a graphG, we denote by VG its set of vertices,
by EG its set of edges, by LG its alphabet of labels and by lG a function that assigns a
label to each vertex. We also write G = (VG, EG, LG, lG). A subgraph G′ of a graph
G (denoted by G′ ⊆ G) is a graph that contain a subset of vertices VG′ ⊆ VG of G and
all edges of G whose endpoints are both in VG′ .

An isomorphism between two graphs G1 and G2 is a one-to-one mapping ϕ :
VG1

→ VG2
between vertices, which preserves the structure, i.e. (u, v) ∈ G1 ⇔

(ϕ(u), ϕ(v)) ∈ G2, and the labels, i.e. lG(u) = lG(ϕ(u)). If there is at least an iso-
morphism between G1 and G2, we say that they are isomorphic and write G1 ∼ G2.
An automorphism in G is an isomorphism between G and itself. Every graph admits
at least one automorphism (where each vertex corresponds to itself). Typically, a graph
can have many automorphisms. We abuse the notation and write ϕ(G), with G ⊆ G1

to denote the subgraph of G2 that corresponds to G according to ϕ (i.e. the subgraph
composed of vertices ϕ(v) with v ∈ G and edges (ϕ(v1), ϕ(v2)) with (v1, v2) ∈ G).
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A labeled topology is an undirected (vertex-) labeled connected graph G. An un-
labeled topology is a labeled topology stripped of its labels. A labeled topology that
occurs frequently in G is also called motif. An occurrence g of a topology G is a con-
nected subgraph of G that is isomorphic to G. So, a given topology may have zero, one,
or more occurrences in a graph.

Checking whether two (labeled or unlabeled) topologies are isomorphic is an ex-
pensive task that requires finding an isomorphism between the topologies or proving
that no isomorphism exists. In motif discovery this operation has to be performed fre-
quently to map a topology to the network subgraphs that conform to that topology. To
simplify this operation, we map a graph to its canonical form, i.e. a string that uniquely
identifies a topology and is invariant with respect to isomorphism. In other words two
isomorphic graphs should have the same canonical form, while two graphs that are not
isomorphic should have different canonical forms. Computing the canonical form of a
graph may be expensive, but once it is computed, the isomorphism check entails simple
string comparison.

An easy way to find a canonical form for an unlabeled subgraph is to consider
all possible adjacency matrices of that subgraph (by reordering vertices in all pos-
sible ways), linearize them into strings (by putting all rows of an adjacency matrix
contiguously in a unique line) and considering the smallest string (with respect to a
lexicographic order). This simple approach guarantees invariance with respect to iso-
morphism since two isomorphic graphs have the same adjacency matrix except for their
rows/columns order. The approach can be generalized to labeled topologies by includ-
ing the sequence of labels in the string. Since enumerating all possible vertex orders is
impractical, more efficient methods have been defined. A widely used method is nauty
[22].

The canonical form of a graph is associated to a canonical order of vertices, i.e. the
order of vertices that produces it. Note that a canonical form may be associated with
more than one canonical order since a graph may have several automorphisms.

2.2 Problem definition

We aim to support label-based queries in which the user specifies a set of constraints
and the system returns all topologies that satisfy the constraints. In our framework, a
user specifies a frequency threshold, a p-value threshold and a bag (multiset) of labels
that the motifs must contain. An example query would be: “Give me all labeled topolo-
gies of size k that have at least two A labels and one B label, occur at least f times and
have a p-value smaller than p.” We also want the query processing to be fast, so when a
user is not satisfied with the response, he or she can change the constraints and quickly
get a new response. We accept a slow (but still reasonable) off-line preprocessing step
in exchange for fast query processing.

Formally, we define a label-based query (more simply a query) as a quadruple Q =
(C, k, f, p), where C is a bag of labels (a bag, also called a multiset, is similar to a set,
but an element may occur more than once), k is the requested size of motifs, f is a
frequency threshold and p is a p-value threshold.
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Definition 1. Label-based query processing. Given a network G and a query Q =
(C, k, f, p), find all labeled topologies T with number of vertices (size) k, whose num-
ber of occurrences in G is at least f and whose p-value is no more than p.

We solve the defined problem in two steps. During an offline preprocessing phase
we census the input network to find all labeled motifs up to a certain size K, and or-
ganize them in a suitable data structure (that we call the TopoIndex). Later, during the
online query processing phase, we probe the TopoIndex to efficiently retrieve motifs
that satisfy the query constraints.

In the remaining part of this section we describe how we extend existing approaches
to support labeled motifs and the data structure used for quickly processing queries.
Since our approach has been implemented on top of G-Trie, we first give an overview of
G-Trie and our subsequent description will refer to it. However, our approach is general
in that it can be applied on other network centric algorithms for motif discovery.

2.3 G-Trie method for unlabeled motif discovery

The main data structure of a network-centric method for motif discovery is a key-value
map (hash table or search tree) that associates each unlabeled topology (up to a certain
size) to a counter. Unlabeled topologies may be represented by their canonical form, so
that the isomorphic check is efficient. G-Trie [23] generalizes tries to graphs. A gTrie
organizes a set of unlabeled topologies in a multiway tree in such a way that subgraphs
correspond to ancestors. An example of gTrie that stores all unlabeled topologies of
size up to four vertices is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Example of a gTrie with K = 4. The data structure stores all unlabeled topologies with
up to 4 vertices. A similar, more detailed example can be found in [23]

Each node5 of the gTrie stores information associated to the corresponding topol-
ogy, typically a counter (not shown in the figure). A gTrie can be seen as a map that
associates topologies to counters (similar in principle to a hash table or a binary tree).

To compute p-values, the GTrie system counts the number of occurrences of all
unlabeled topologies in the input network and compares them with the corresponding

5 We use the term node to refer to parts of our data structures and vertex to talk about the graphs
in which we find patterns.
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number of occurrences in random networks with similar properties. The overall algo-
rithm is in the figure marked Alg. 1.

Require: network, size K, frequency threshold f , p-value threshold p, number of
randomizations r {returns the set of motifs with frequency ≥ f and p-value ≤ p}
initialize gTrie with depth K
call census(network, gTrie)
initialize map count
for i = 0 . . . r do
rand net = randomize(network)
initialize gTrie rand with depth K
call census(rand net, gTrie rand)
for all t ∈ topologies(gTrie rand) do

if gTrie rand[t] ≥ gTrie[t] then
map count[t] = map count[t] + 1

end if
end for

end for
for all t ∈ keys(map count) do
pval = map count[t]/r
if gTrie[t] ≥ f and pval ≤ p then

output t, gTrie[t], pval
end if

end for
Algorithm 1: Network-centric algorithm for unlabeled motif discovery: first find
topologies in the input network that meet the frequency threshold, then compare
the number of occurrences with the number of occurrences in each of a set of
random graphs to evaluate the p-value of each such topology.

First a gTrie with all unlabeled topologies up to size K is built in the input network.
Then the core procedure, census(), which takes as input a network and fills the gTrie6

with the correct counting, is called. This procedure enumerates all subgraphs of the
network one by one and increases the counter of the corresponding topology. Then, a
map of counters (map count) is initialized. This map is a hash table that associates
topologies (more precisely canonical forms of topologies) to counters and is used to
store the number of random networks in which a given topology occurs more than in
the input network. Next, a number of randomizations of the input network are computed
and census() is executed on each of them. For every topology found, if its number of
occurrence is greater than the one in the input network, its counter is increased. Function
topologies(gTrie) returns all topologies stored in gTrie while gTrie[t] refers to the
counter associated with topology t in gTrie. At the end, frequencies and p-values are
computed and all topologies that satisfy the input constraints are returned. In the next

6 In general the overall algorithm can work with any data structure that associates keys to values
(e.g. hash tables) in place of gTrie. Keys are canonical forms of topologies, while values are
counters.
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paragraphs we give more details about the core procedure, census(). Further details on
the other parts can be found in [23].

The algorithm for graph census (procedure census()) is detailed in Alg. 2. The al-
gorithm is based on the recursive procedureMatch that matches paths of the gTrie with
all possible subgraph of the input network. At the beginning, the procedure Match is
called on the root of the gTrie and with an empty subgraph (Vused = ∅). The proce-
dure picks one vertex at a time and starts to grow a subgraph from that vertex. Every
time a new child of a gTrie node is explored, all neighbors of previously taken ver-
tices (N(Vused)) are considered and, if matchable, associated with the current node and
added to the current subgraph (Vused). When a leaf node is considered, the node counter
is increased. This means that a new subgraph isomorphic to the topology associated to
that node was found.

Require: network, gTrie {returns the gTrie filled with the number of occurrences of each
topology.}
Match(gTrie.root, ∅)
return gTrie

Procedure Match(node, Vused)
if Vused = ∅ then
Vcand ← V (network)

else
Vcand ← {v ∈ N(Vused) : v satisfies symmetry breaking conditions}

end if
V ← ∅
for all v ∈ Vcand do

if v is connected with Vused as defined in node then
V ← V ∪ {v}

end if
end for
for all v ∈ V do

if isLeaf(node) then
node.counter+ = 1

end if
for all children c of node do
Match(c, Vused ∪ {v})

end for
end for
End Procedure

Algorithm 2: Census algorithm for unlabeled motif discovery

To perform a correct counting, every subgraph should be counted exactly once.
Without symmetry breaking conditions, the Match procedure would find some sub-
graphs multiple times. Indeed, if a subgraph has more than one automorphism (isomor-
phism between it and itself) there are multiple ways to obtain it. For instance, consider
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a network that contains a triangle with vertex ids 1, 2 and 3. The enumeration would
produce the same triangle six times with the following sequences: (1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2),
(2, 1, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2) and (3, 2, 1). Although multiple copies may be discarded by
a post-processing step, this would require storing all subgraphs, which would be expen-
sive for large subgraphs. Instead, the census algorithm considers a carefully designed
set of symmetry breaking conditions that guarantees that each subgraph is enumerated
exactly once. In the specific example the breaking conditions impose that the first ver-
tex’s identifier must be smaller than the second one’s, and the second vertex’s id must
be smaller than the third one’s. Thus only (1, 2, 3) would be a valid sequence of vertices
for the triangle. Details on how symmetry breaking conditions are computed are given
in [23].

2.4 gLabTrie data structure for labeled motif discovery

A naive extension for handling labeled networks would consist in incorporating labels
into the gTrie nodes. A node would represent a labeled topology as opposed to an un-
labeled topology. However, this approach would cause an explosion of the number of
gTrie nodes as the number of labels grows. Each node has to maintain both connectiv-
ity and label information and hence the same connectivity information would be stored
multiple times.

To optimize memory, we resort to a different approach that consists in combining
the canonical form of the unlabeled topology with the sequence of labels. This approach
introduces the problem of determining the order of labels because the canonical order
of unlabeled topologies is not sufficient. To clarify this point let us consider the two
subgraphs in Fig. 2. Numbers represent the canonical order of vertices, while letters
represent labels. Note that the order between 2 and 3 is ambiguous (1-3-2 would be a
valid order as well) since by exchanging them we obtain the same unlabeled canonical
form. The two labeled topologies are clearly isomorphic. However, the label sequences
in the canonical orders are different (ABC vs. ACB).

Fig. 2. Example of two unlabeled canonical orders that produce different sequence of labels on
isomorphic graphs. The order is given by numbers. The two corresponding sequences of labels
are ABC and ACB.

To guarantee that isomorphic labeled topologies have the same label sequence, we
solve the ambiguity in the canonical ordering by ordering labels (e.g. in alphabetic
order) and using this order to break ties. This is equivalent to choosing, among all
possible canonical orders (of the single canonical form) of an unlabeled topology, the
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one that corresponds to the lexicographically minimum sequence of labels. We refer to a
canonical order that satisfies this condition as a lexically ordered canonical order. Note
that network-centric tools (e.g. gTrie) solve the ambiguity by considering the order of
vertex ids to break the ties. Therefore, we just need to ensure that the order of vertex
ids is consistent with the order of labels. This can be done by reassigning vertex ids of
the input network so that vertices with smaller labels are assigned with smaller vertex
ids (i.e. v ≤ u if lG(v) ≤ lG(u)). We call a graph that satisfies this condition a lexically
numbered graph.

The procedure described above solves the problem in Fig. 2. The order of the second
topology is forced to be as in Fig. 3 and hence both label sequences would be ABC. Now
we prove that this procedure always gives the correct result. Specifically, we prove that:

Fig. 3. By considering lexically ordered canonical orders we can guarantee that isomorphic
graphs are associated with the same sequence of labels. In this example both sequences of la-
bels are ABC.

– if two labeled topologies are isomorphic then their associated labeled canonical
forms (topology + label sequence) are equal;

– given two labeled topologies, if their corresponding labeled canonical forms equal,
then they are isomorphic (including their labels).

The second condition is trivial. Indeed the canonical order of two topologies defines
an association between vertices that preserves both the structure and the label sequence.

In order to prove the first condition, we need to prove that if two labeled topolo-
gies are isomorphic then their corresponding sequence of labels coincide. In fact, the
labeled canonical form is computed by combining the unlabeled canonical form with
the sequence of labels. Since by stripping off the labels two isomorphic topologies re-
main isomorphic, the two unlabeled canonical forms coincide. Therefore we need to be
concerned only about the label sequences.

Lemma 1. Let G1, G2 be two labeled subgraphs of a lexically numbered graph and
S1, S2 be the sequence of labels given by their lexically ordered canonical order. If G1

and G2 are isomorphic then S1 = S2.

Proof: by contradiction. Suppose S1 6= S2. Without loss of generality consider
S1 < S2. Since G1 and G2 are isomorphic, there is at least an isomorphism between
G1 and G2 (that is a one-to-one association between vertices of G1 and vertices of G2).
We can use this isomorphism to construct an order of vertices for G2 that is equivalent
to the canonical order ofG1. This is a valid canonical order forG2 since it produces the
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same unlabeled canonical form. Moreover this order corresponds to the same sequence
of labels as S1. That constitutes a valid canonical order forG2 that produces a sequence
of labels smaller than S2. This contradicts the hypothesis that S2 was obtained by a
lexically ordered canonical order. QED

We modify the G-Trie algorithm to support labels. The main change concerns the in-
formation associated with gTrie nodes. Specifically, we substitute the counters of gTrie
nodes with hash tables that associate label sequences to counters. To retrieve the counter
of a labeled topology, we first look up the entry corresponding to its unlabeled topol-
ogy, then we look up the counter associated with the label sequence in the corresponding
hash table.

In summary, we apply the following changes to gTrie:

1. Introduce a first step that reassigns ids to vertices of the input network so that
vertices with smaller labels are assigned with smaller vertex ids (to create lexically
numbered graphs);

2. Substitute the counters of gTrie nodes with hash tables that associate label se-
quences to counters;

3. Change the census procedure to increase the counters of labeled topologies as op-
posed as unlabeled ones.

Since the major changes are in the census algorithm we focus on the census pro-
cedure for labeled motif discovery (the overall algorithm for the labeled case is quite
similar to that of the labeled case, but the labeled case requires the addition of the initial
vertex ids assignment step). The census algorithm is shown in Alg. 3.

2.5 An index for querying motifs

During the preprocessing phase we find all motifs up to size K (a pre-defined parame-
ter) in the input network as described previously. We set neither a frequency threshold
nor a p-value threshold, so all labeled topologies occurring in the input network are
considered. We limit the search to motifs having size K or less. For simplicity of expo-
sition, in the following, we consider only motifs of size exactlyK, although our method
handles motifs with size smaller than K, as we explain later. We put all extracted la-
beled topologies in a data structure, which we call the TopoIndex, that facilitates later
retrieval. An example of a TopoIndex for K = 3 and two labels (A and B) is depicted
in Fig. 4.

The TopoIndex consists of a DAG, which embodies the super-multiset relation be-
tween sets, and a collection of lists of topologies contained in the leaves of the DAG.
Specifically, nodes of the DAG represent bags of labels (label constraints) and an edge
is drawn between two nodes u and v if v is super-multiset of u (i.e. it contains all la-
bels in u with multiplicity below or attained to the one in v), and v has exactly one
label more than u. The edge is associated with the label that is different between u and
v. Each leaf (node that does not have any outgoing edges) contains a list of all labeled
topologies that satisfy the label constraints associated with the leaf, with the topologies’
frequencies and p-values.

The described TopoIndex enables fast lookup of a bag of labels and then fast re-
trieval of associated topologies (by exploring the part of the DAG reachable from the
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Require: labeled network, gTrie {returns the gTrie filled with hash tables with the number
of occurrences of each labeled topology.}
Match(gTrie.root, ∅)
return gTrie

Procedure Match(node, Vused)
if Vused = ∅ then
Vcand ← V (network)

else
Vcand ← {v ∈ N(Vused) : v satisfies symmetry breaking conditions}

end if
V ← ∅
for all v ∈ Vcand do

if v is connected with Vused as defined in node then
V ← V ∪ {v}

end if
end for
for all v ∈ V do

if isLeaf(node) then
label seq ← labels of Vused in lexically ordered canonical order
node.hash table[label seq]+ = 1
{now we have a hash table as opposed as a counter}

end if
for all children c of node do
Match(c, Vused ∪ {v})

end for
end for
End Procedure

Algorithm 3: Census algorithm for labeled motif discovery
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Fig. 4. The TopoIndex. Our data structure for processing label-based queries

corresponding node). The DAG shown in the example in Fig. 4 is complete, i.e. it con-
tains all possible nodes up to depth 3, but in general it may be not need to be complete.
For instance, if there are no topologies with labels ABB and BBB, the nodes ABB, BBB
and BB are not included in the DAG, thus saving time and space.

Building the TopoIndex The building procedure is given in Alg. 4. First we group
the topologies by their label bags. Then, for each label bag we create a leaf and store it
in a hash table that associates label bags with the corresponding nodes. We create the
other nodes of the DAG by calling create dag() (Alg. 5), which recursively removes
one label at a time from nodes and creates nodes up to the root.

Require: set T of labeled topologies of size K with associated frequency and p-value
{returns the root of the TopoIndex data structure}
group T by label bags
for each label bag lb and its corresponding set of topologies Tlb do

initialize node {create a leaf node}
node.label bag = lb
node.topologies = Tlb

hash table[lb] = node
call create dag(node, hash table)

end for
return hash table[{∅}]

Algorithm 4: Building the TopoIndex

Query processing Given the TopoIndex described above, and a queryQ = (C, k, f, p)
with k = K, query processing is quite straightforward. To perform a query Q =
(C, k, f, p) with k = K, first look up the node n of the DAG associated with the set of
labels in C, then explore all nodes of the DAG reachable from n. Finally, retrieve all
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Require: a node node and the hash table of nodes hash table
if node.label bag == ∅ then

return
end if
for each label l in node.label bag do
lb parent = node.label bag − {l}
if lb parent ∈ keys(hash table) then
parent = hash table[lb parent]

else
initialize parent {create a new node}
parent.label bag = lb parent
hash table[lb parent] = parent
call create dag(parent, hash table)

end if
parent.children[l] = node

end for
Algorithm 5: Recursive procedure create dag for building the TopoIndex

topologies associated with reachable leaves and return the ones whose frequencies are
greater than or equal to f and whose p-values are less than or equal to p.

The TopoIndex can be changed to support queries of size k ≤ K by associating
internal nodes at depth k to labeled topologies of size k (for all k = 1 . . .K − 1).
Answering queries with k > K is the subject of our current work.

3 Alternative Methods of Calculating Statistical Significance

One might ask why we care about statistical significance (reflected in the p-value cal-
culation in the previous section). Studies have shown that in many biological networks,
small sub-networks of real networks that are much more frequent than random net-
works of the same size [3, 4] often act as functionally important modules. For example,
in [3, 4] the authors identified motifs representing positive and negative autoregulation
(subnetworks of one node and one edge), coherent and incoherent feed forward loops
(subnetworks of 3 nodes and 3 edges), single-input modules (one node connected to
few or many other nodes) and dense overlapping regulons (many nodes connected to
few or many other nodes). One function of a coherent feed forward loop formed by a
target Z and two transcription factors X and Y is the logic operation AND of a circuit:
Z is activated by both X and Y , however Y is also regulated by X . Motif functionality
has also been investigated with respect to evolution [6, 7] showing that motifs with the
same topologies can have important functionality in different conditions.

That explains our interest in finding statistically rare substructures. This section
discusses approaches to establishing statistical significance.

Formally, given a graph G = (V,E) (directed or undirected) with n vertices whose
ids are uniquely labeled with integers from 1 to n. A connected subgraph induced by
a set of vertices of cardinality k (a topology for short) is called a motif when it occurs
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statistically significantly more often than the same subgraph in randomized networks
derived from the original network [5].

The general method to find motifs given a real network consists of following steps:
(i) generate a large set of random networks that share the characteristics of the real
network; (ii) find candidate topologies, consisting of subgraphs in the real network; (iii)
count the occurrences of these topologies (iv) assess the significance of each topology
by computing its number of occurrences in each of the random networks.

The first step creates networks that have the same number of nodes and edges of
the real network. Moreover, each node in the generated network maintains its original
number of edges leaving and entering the node [8]. Next, by proceeding in an exhaustive
manner, an algorithm can define all possible topologies of subgraphs with n nodes and
count all the occurrences of such subgraphs in the real and in the random networks [5].

The general method consists of two expensive steps: the generation of a large num-
ber of networks and the application of subgraph isomorphism algorithms to compute
the number of occurrences. Over the last decades, researchers have worked to reduce
the expense of both steps. We list the main results in the following sections.

3.1 Quasi-analytical methods to assess the statistical significance of a topology

The general method described above evaluates the significance of the topology through
the computation of a z-score using a Gaussian assumption or a p-value using a resam-
pling approach [4, 5, 9, 10]. The Gaussian assumption may not apply to a particular
application, but a reliable p-value requires a large number of random graphs whose
analysis turns out to be computational expensive (by far more expensive than analyz-
ing the target network alone). Recently, researchers have investigated the possibility
of analyzing the distribution of the topologies, both non-induced and induced, from a
theoretical and analytical point of view.

Approximation methods, based on the Erdos-Renyi model, have studied the asymp-
totic normality of the distribution of the count of the topologies [11]. Unfortunately, the
Erdos-Renyi random model does not apply to many networks of interest, such as bio-
logical networks [12]. Alternative reference models include the fix degree Distribution
(FDD) [8], a variant of the FDD called Expected Degree Distribution (EDD) [13] and
the Erdos-Renyi Mixture for Graphs ERMG [13].

In the FDD model, the generated random graphs have the same degree distribution
as the nodes of the real network. The EDD model generates random graphs whose de-
grees follow a given distribution. Conditional to the distribution of node degrees, the
probability of edges is modeled as independent and exists with a probability propor-
tional to the product of the degree distributions of the involved nodes. In the ERMG
model, the nodes are spread among Q hidden classes with respective proportions
α1, · · · , αQ. The edges are independent conditional on the class of the nodes. The con-
nection probability depends on the classes of both nodes.

It has been also shown that the use of the Compound-Poisson distribution [14] in
the Erdos-Renyi random model allows the accurate approximation of the number of
rare topologies [13]. In [13] the authors propose a model for the exact calculation of the
mean and variance under any model of exchangeable random graphs (exchangeability
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means that the probability of occurrence of a topology does not dependent on its posi-
tion in the graph, i.e., on the topological structure of the neighborhood of the topology).
Furthermore, the authors have shown that the Polya-Aeppli distribution (also known as
the Poisson Geometric distribution which is a special case of the Poisson-Compound
distribution) is a good model for the distribution of the count of the topologies (both
induced and non-induced) and leads to a more accurate p-value than a Gaussian model
for the graphs of many applications. The reason is that the Geometric-Poisson distribu-
tion is particularly suitable for describing the number of events that occur in clusters,
where a Poisson distribution describes the number of clusters and the counts of events
within a cluster follows a geometric distribution. Here, this fits the case when distinct
topologies can share nodes and edges (i.e. clumps) [13]. In fact, the authors show that
when the number of clumps has a Poisson distribution with mean λ and the sizes of the
clumps are independent of each other and have a Geometric distribution G(1− a), the
number of observed events X (topologies) has a distribution P (λ, a) and leads to an
estimate of the number of occurrences of a given topology.

So far, our discussion has concerned label-free (also known as color-free) networks.
Schbath et al. [17] propose an analytical model for the computation of p-values for col-
ored patterns. A colored pattern is a topology having a given multiset of colors (vertex
labels). For example, a star of size 5 having 3 Bs and 2 Cs. An occurrence of the pattern
is defined as a connected subgraph whose labels have a match with the multiset. With
respect to our definition of motif the one of Schbath et al has no constraints on both the
topology and the connections of labels.

Schabat et al. define the analytical formulas for the mean and variance of the number
of colored topologies by using the Erdos-Renyi model. Thanks to this, they were able
to derive a reliable z-score for each topology. The authors then model the distribution
of the count of coloured topologies under the Erdos-Renyi model.

3.2 Random Graph Methods

Whereas the previous subsection discussed analytical method, no analytical method (as
of this writing) can discover p-values under our model of query. So we turn to random
graph methods. Improving random graph methods entails intelligent searching through
graphs to enumerate topologies. The basic idea is to start from single nodes and ex-
pand them with their neighbourhoods in a tree like fashion, checking at each step that
each subgraph in the tree appears only once and that it does not violate the color con-
straints of the query. This procedure can be further improved by sampling the network
[3] or the neighbourhoods in the expanding phases [11]. Alternatively, Grochow and
Kellis [18] used subgraph enumeration and symmetry breaking to avoid the search for
automorphisms of the subgraphs occurrences. We now give some examples of the state-
of-the-art algorithms upon which we build our structure.

The ESU algorithm [11] enumerates all subgraphs of size k by starting from a root
vertex v of the graph and computing the occurrences of the topology by extending
it node by node. The algorithm uses the concept of exclusive neighborhood which is
defined as follows. For a subset V

′ ⊆ V , its open neighborhood N(V
′
) is the set

of vertices in V \ V ′
which are adjacent to at least one vertex in V

′
. For each node
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v ∈ V \V ′
, the exclusive neighborhood with respect to V

′
and denoted byNexcl(v, V

′
),

consists of all vertices that neighbours of v but are not in V ∪N(V
′
).

The key idea of the algorithm is to add into the extension set of v, called VExtension,
only those vertexes satisfying the two following properties: (i) their vertex ids must be
greater than v; (ii) must be neighbors only to the newly added w and not already in
Vsubgraph (i.e. they must be in N(w, Vsubgraph)).

Its randomized variant, Rand-ESU, introduces an option that performs a uniform
sampling in the graph, thus avoiding the need to explore it all. The algorithm is essen-
tially the same as the original one with the exception that the recursion is carried out
with a certain probability that decreases with the depth of the enumeration. In practice,
the probability is high in the first steps of the recursion and then decreases as the size
of the subgraphs to be explored increases.

The sampling in RAND-ESU is unbiased and is quite simple to implement. On the
other hand, RAND-ESU gives only an estimate of the number of occurrences.

Fig. 5. The ESU tree for generating all subgraphs of k=3 nodes

Graph mining algorithms [19] find frequent subgraphs in a database of graphs or in
a single large graph. A subgraph is frequent if its support (occurrence frequency) in a
given dataset (or in a graph) is no less than a minimum support threshold. Computing
the statistical significance of such topologies is done by simulation, as described above.

In this chapter, we consider the problem of searching for topologies of labelled
graphs. However, there are several possible definitions of labeled topology.

In [17], the authors define a potential k-colored motif to be any connected subgraph
of k nodes containing a specified multiset of colors (defined on the nodes). The mo-
tif is ”potential” because its statistical significance may not meet a threshold. In this
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case, different topologies with the same labels define the same motif. Adami et al [20]
consider the definition of colored motif as above, and use a measure based on entropy
to determine the significance. In [11] and [21], the authors use the definition of mo-
tifs colored on both nodes and edges having a specific topology. [11] is based on the
ESU algorithm, whereas Ribeiro et al [21] introduce a version of GTrie capable to find
colored motifs.

In this chapter, we adopt the motif definition introduced in [21].

Definition 2. Let G be a labeled graph. Let m(Vm, Em, LVm, LEm) be a subgraph of
G with Vm nodes and Em edges, where LVm and LEm are two sets of colors repre-
senting the labels of nodes and edges respectively. Let c be the number of isomorphic
occurrences of m in G, and let α be a critical value. Let GR be a random variant of G
obtained by applying the edge shuffling method based on the Fixed Degree Distribution,
and let cR be the number of occurrences ofm in the random variantGR. We say thatm
is a motif of G if, by applying a permutation test using k random variant of G, GR,i (k
= 500 usually), #(cR,i>c)

k < α, where #(cR,i > c) is the number of times the number
of occurrences of m in GR,i is greater than in G.

Because there is no analytical way to compute the significance of such a network
motif yet, we will use the simulation on the random generated networks to establish the
significance of colored network topologies. Algorithm 6 shows the implementation of
a permutation test.

Require: network G, candidate topologies m1,m2, · · · ,ml, ci number of occurrences of
mi in G, number of iterations k, critical value α {returns the p-value of topology mj}
sj := 0
for j = 1, . . . l do

for i = 0 . . . k do
GR,i = randomize(G)
cR,j := number of occurrences of mj in GR,i;
for j = 0 . . . l do

if cR,j ≥ cj then
sj ++

end if
end for

end for
end for
for j = 0 . . . l do

output p-value of topology mj is sj/k
end for

Algorithm 6: Randomized Graph Test to Discover p-values

As a future research direction, we will extend the analytical approach of [17, 13] to
compute the significance of topologies given a multiset of colors.
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4 Experiments

gLabTrie has been tested on a dataset of social, communication and biological net-
works. All experiments has been performed on the following configuration: Intel Core
i7-2670 2.2Ghz CPU with a RAM of 8 GB. Tab. 1 describes the features of the selected
networks.

Table 1. Networks used for experiments.

Name Type Nodes Edges Reference

FLIGHTS undirected 2,939 15,677 [24]
BLOGS directed 1,224 16,715 [25]
PPI undirected 9,506 37,054 [26]
DBLP directed 12,591 49,728 [27]
FOLDOC directed 13,356 120,239 [28]
INTERNET undirected 20,305 42,568 [29]

FLIGHTS is a network extracted from Openflights.org (http://openflights.org), repre-
senting all possible air routes between different airports around the world in 2011 [24].
BLOGS is a directed network of hyperlinks between weblogs on US politics of 2004
[25]. PPI is a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network in human, taken from HPRD
database [26]. DBLP is the citation network of DBLP, a database of scientific publica-
tions, where each node in the network is a publication and edges connect two citations
A and B iff A cites B [27]. FOLDOC is an oriented semantic network taken from the
on-line computing dictionary FOLDOC (http://foldoc.org), where nodes are computer
science terms and edges connect two terms X and Y iff Y is used to explain the mean-
ing of X [28]. INTERNET represents the business relationships between autonomous
systems (ASes) of Internet in 2005 [29].

Nodes of each network have been annotated with real labels. In FLIGHTS, airports
have been associated to one of the five continents. In BLOGS, nodes have been classi-
fied depending on their political leaning (liberal and conservative). For the labeling of
nodes in PPI, we used Gene Ontology (GO) [30], a hierarchical dictionary of terms
related to biological processes, components and functions, which have been exten-
sively used for the analysis of biological networks so far [31, 32]. We annotated pro-
teins with GO processes up to the first level of the hierarchy yielding 11 nodes labels.
Ten of them represent specific kinds of biological processes (whole-organism process,
metabolism, regulation, cellular organization, development, localization, signaling, re-
sponse to stimulus, biological adhesion and reproduction). A special label representing
the generic biological process has been associated to proteins for which we did not
have GO annotations. DBLP nodes has been annotated with different kinds of publica-
tions (articles, inproceedings, proceedings, books, incollections, phd thesis and master
thesis) or ”www” if the node refers to a cited website. INTERNET ASes have been
partitioned into seven classes (large ISPs, small ISPs, customers, universities, internet
exchange points, network information centers, not classified) according to the taxon-
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omy described in [33]. Computing terms in FOLDOC have been labeled according to
their domains (jargons, computer science, hardware, programming, graphics and mul-
timedia, science, people and organizations, data, networking, documentation, operating
systems, languages, software, various terms).

We compared the no-index version of gLabTrie with the index-based approach. We
run our algorithm using default randomization parameters (Nrand = 100, p = 0.01 and
f = 2).

The performance of gLabTrie has been evaluated with respect to three parameters:

a) m: the motif size, i.e. the number of its nodes;
b) c: the number of motif constraints, i.e. the number of specified node labels in the

query;
c) l: the number of labels in the input networks.

For tests a) and b) we used real labels, while in case c) we ran our algorithm with
randomly assigned labels. To measure the influence of these parameters, we varied the
parameter of interest and assigned default values to the other ones (m = 4, c = 4 and
l = 2). For each test, we ran gLabTrie on a set of 10 random queries. In the experiments
with real labels, label constraints for random queries were generated according to the
frequency of a node label: the more frequent a label x, the higher the probability that
x is added as a label constraint to the query. In the tests with artificial labels, label
constraints were added to the queries according to the uniform distribution of node
labels.

Tab. 2 reports the running times for building indexes for motif of size m up to 4 in
networks annotated with real labels. In all cases, the performance of gLabTrie strongly
depends on the size of the network, its orientation (undirected graphs contain more
instances of a certain topology on average) and the number of labels. Most of the time
is spent in storing all the motif occurrences of a given size into the database. The number
of occurrences increases exponentially with m.

Table 2. Running times (minutes) to build indexes on varying motif size.

Network m = 3 m = 4

FLIGHTS 8.59 245.39
BLOGS 7.78 566.83
PPI 21.72 425.59
DBLP 30.91 1211.91
FOLDOC 46.28 1486.59
INTERNET 87.48 40605.23

Tab. 3 shows the results of the comparison between the no-index and the index-
based approach of gLabTrie on querying motifs of different sizes, up to size 4. For each
network and each motif size, we reported the mean and the standard deviation. In both
cases, the running time includes the time needed to retrieve all the subgraphs matching
a given query.
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Table 3. Running times (sec) for querying motifs of different size with no-index and index-based
approach.

Network m No-index Index

FLIGHTS
3 333.02± 4.71 0.01± 0.01
4 364.81± 38.70 0.56± 0.86

BLOGS
3 155.36± 2.27 0.08± 0.15
4 960.07± 159.01 1.44± 0.54

PPI
3 872.68± 21.77 0.01± 0.01
4 866.10± 5.17 0.06± 0.10

DBLP
3 553.46± 4.02 0.11± 0.09
4 882.63± 152.05 6.28± 5.06

FOLDOC
3 1290.23± 8.45 0.02± 0.01
4 1308.40± 12.55 0.75± 0.22

INTERNET
3 2116.65± 6.38 0.70± 2.04
4 2649.60± 1305.87 670.22± 200.59

The results show (unsurprisingly) that the index-based approach is much faster
(100s of times) than having no index. We define qmin to be the minimum number of
query operations required to recoup the time cost of building the index. For m = 3,
qmin ' 2, so the time cost of building the index is recouped after two queries on aver-
age, while for m = 4 we have qmin ' 44.

It is worth noting that the benefit of the index decreases as the size of the network
(measured in terms of the number of its nodes) increases. For instance, in the INTER-
NET network, which is by far the biggest network in our dataset, when m = 4 the
index-based approach is only 4 times faster than the no-index one. In this case, the dis-
appointing performance of the index-based approach is due to the very high number of
query occurrences that the algorithm must retrieve from the dataset, resulting in a large
number of I/O operations. In the INTERNET network with m = 4 the I/O time is 99%
of the total running time, on average.

In Tab. 4, we compare the running times of the no-index and the index-based ap-
proach on querying motifs with a variable number of label constraints in the query.
Again, network nodes have been annotated with real labels. We set m = 4 and we
varied c from 1 to 4.

As the number of query label constraints defined by the user increases, the perfor-
mance of both approaches improves. However, the more selective the query, the greater
the benefit of the index. The gain enjoyed by the index is proportional to the size of
the network and the number of constraints, because of the exponential decrease of the
number of occurrences matching the query. For example, when c goes from 1 to 4, the
no-index approach becomes ' 28 times faster and the index-based approach ' 16400
times faster in the INTERNET network, while in the BLOGS network the two algorithms
are only ' 3 and ' 15 faster, respectively.

Tab. 5 summarizes the results of the comparison between the performance of the
two approaches when the number of labels vary. To perform these experiments, we
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Table 4. Running times (sec) for querying motifs with variable number of label constraints with
no-index and index-based approach.

Network c No-index Index

FLIGHTS

1 685.06± 155.22 13.35± 9.6
2 576.76± 116.71 5.70± 4.93
3 412.65± 61.02 2.09± 3.32
4 343.85± 17.17 0.52± 1.06

BLOGS

1 2214.74± 8.36 48.32± 2.75
2 1953.47± 199.11 21.20± 20.42
3 1430.81± 336.02 15.83± 20.09
4 829.10± 214.59 6.16± 13.74

PPI

1 1228.73± 221.05 10.79± 10.18
2 1116.63± 216.56 9.35± 11.52
3 897.56± 34.87 0.51± 0.75
4 861.30± 9.43 0.04± 0.06

DBLP

1 4041.38± 316.75 139.08± 1.84
2 3186.24± 693.96 80.60± 34.95
3 1867.96± 475.73 40.26± 18.37
4 871.19± 131.45 7.43± 4.14

FOLDOC

1 3751.95± 686.84 78.29± 50.07
2 2075.93± 334.84 7.24± 2.42
3 1288.12± 42.41 2.47± 2.15
4 1212.23± 16.79 0.58± 0.46

INTERNET

1 57988.44± 13722.07 11642.50± 5519.74
2 28082.31± 13974.45 8984.35± 6945.80
3 9165.14± 5849.21 3660.06± 3297.24
4 2101.29± 35.61 0.71± 1.05
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annotated network nodes with artificial labels. Given a set of l labels, each node has
been associated with a random unique label between 1 and l, according to a uniform
distribution. We ran five different series of experiments with l = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18. In each
series, we set m = 4 and c = 4.

Table 5. Running times (sec) for querying motifs with variable number of node labels with no-
index and index-based approach.

Network l No-index Index

FLIGHTS

2 483.08± 35.09 4.97± 1.29
6 331.79± 3.18 0.09± 0.03
10 327.36± 0.63 0.03± 0.01
14 326.89± 0.39 0.04± 0.02
18 327.00± 0.82 0.09± 0.02

BLOGS

2 931.77± 254.88 7.37± 2.32
6 192.27± 29.18 0.29± 0.18
10 160.67± 5.44 0.55± 0.05
14 151.54± 2.77 1.16± 0.12
18 149.44± 1.36 2.25± 0.10

PPI

2 1066.70± 95.43 2.10± 1.66
6 870.64± 5.42 0.17± 0.12
10 861.66± 1.72 0.04± 0.02
14 860.80± 1.55 0.05± 0.03
18 851.23± 2.16 0.10± 0.07

DBLP

2 1686.55± 496.97 32.66± 20.59
6 623.22± 25.33 1.59± 0.94
10 571.75± 11.92 1.23± 0.76
14 559.46± 5.47 0.57± 0.36
18 555.38± 2.36 1.32± 0.64

FOLDOC

2 2749.55± 539.16 18.67± 6.22
6 1266.62± 43.13 0.81± 0.83
10 1218.74± 10.16 1.01± 0.80
14 1204.28± 6.85 1.63± 0.88
18 1201.15± 1.64 3.07± 0.98

INTERNET

2 17270.40± 5731.44 1154.77± 2030.07
6 2595.38± 382.33 94.18± 106.23
10 2250.07± 111.54 23.98± 20.00
14 2162.81± 44.00 5.68± 4.18
18 2113.16± 20.06 5.08± 4.59

The time costs of both approaches decrease when the number of node labels in-
crease. In all networks, the greatest reduction of the running time happens when we
move from l = 2 to l = 6.
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5 Conclusion

Our structure gLabTrie contributes to all aspects of motif finding, by giving a very fast
method for finding labeled topological structures in both input networks and related
random networks. As this is work in progress, we plan in the near future to 1. find
analytical methods for computing p-values on labeled topological structures to avoid the
need for random graphs; 2. extend the search algorithms to enable search for topologies
having, say, k vertices, even though the gLabTrie holds topologies of only a smaller
size.
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